Nelson Cavaquinho
Folhas Secas

Quando eu piso em folhas secas
Caídas de uma mangueira
Penso na minha escola
E nos poetas da minha estação primeira
Não sei quantas vezes
Subi o morro cantando
Sempre o sol me queimando
E assim vou me acabando.
Quando o tempo avisar
Que não posso mais cantar
Sei que vou sentir saudade
Ao lado do meu violão
Da minha mocidade

The details of Nature (Notes at Solitude)
CARLOS NAVARRETE
I have prepared these notes in response to a series of encounters, conversations and email
communications with: Carlos Basualdo, Maurizio Cattelan, Lane Cooper, Corine Diserens,
Ana María Fernández, Liam Gillick, Jean Baptiste Joly, Cristián Silva Soura and Oscar Ríos

Winter at Schloss Solitude is a time to meditate and reflect on the different projects I have in mind. As
I look at the people playing in the snow outside the window of my studio I am distracted and my study
of Japanese gardens ceases to interest me. From this studio I try to imagine a place for my work; an
environment that is capable of reflecting my fascinations and interests, as well as my own identity. But
it is the architecture of the castle that gradually reveals to me the impossibility of coming up with an
immediate response, as if the white snow that covered the houses and landscape had intuitively rendered
my mind blank, leaving it in a state of complete emptiness.
A week has come and gone since I returned from Amsterdam. During my stay, Ana Maria asked me to
explain to her whether I see myself as a topographer or a surveyor in connection with my own work. I
don’t have a clear answer to explain to her the fascination I feel when I travel to Antwerp, Utrecht and
Maastricht over such a short period of time, observing the natural landscape and their architecture. On
the other hand, the loneliness at Solitude offers a crucial perspective to imagine whether as a topographer
I would need to know about the different kinds of soil that comprise the landscape or whether as a
surveyor I would derive pleasure from an awareness of the dimensions of what we call territory.

between the years 2002 and 2004.

It is February and even my daily walks in the forest surrounding Solitude cannot distance me from the
possible place where to locate and execute my work. The word ‘nothingness’ comes to mind as a symptom
of form, perhaps a white nothingness capable of covering it all as icing on a mud cake.
The white colour of the snow-covered landscape takes me to the ideal of monochrome painting as
developed by Blinky Palermo, Helio Oiticica and Yves Klein, but it also makes me want to go beyond the
space of painting. To achieve a body of work capable of saying it all from the standpoint of its own
absence, as if engaging in an erratic game of travels, markings and forms, all seen in the same light,
turning this poetic statement into a white all, laid out under the same laws of chaos inserted into the
order of things.

To differentiate art from research or vice versa appears to be the subject of concert. For example, the
installation ‘Portable Garden’ which I recently exhibited in the Gallery at Solitude, is an attempt to
expose the relationship there is between art and nature, order and disorder, from the standpoint of an
aesthetics that draws on aspects of Arte Povera and German painting of the late 60s. The work is an
installation consisting of a series of drawings, photographs, monochrome paintings and an arrangement
of found pieces of wood, which in the aggregate seek to establish a dialogue with a small garden hidden
in a portable closet designed by HABITAT. I perceive in this work a public gaze at everyday moments
reclaimed through the time devoted to making a drawing, adjust the shutter of the camera and take a
picture of a landscape on site or simply to patiently arrange various pieces of wood so that they may
be observed later.
In other words, I have tried to move the objects that surround me in the studio, taking them to another
threshold; one where the object may acquire the attribute of a public judgement, far from the protective
shade of the artist’s studio.

Identity and place are two words that fascinate me through the impossibility of fully understanding
them. They always seem to be changing place in my mind. Whenever I travel, or when I install them in
the form of drawings, paintings or installations, this binary seems to point the way to the pleasure of
constantly identifying with the place that serves as my temporary home.
Why have I come to do what I do? In a sense, this has been the result of the ellipsis described by my
visual work. Over the past thirteen years I have travelled outside Chile to get to know the world and to
break through geographical isolation in order to mark these unknown territories with an emblematic
object, which is the painted tile on a photographic portrait holder or a domino piece bearing the same
painterly gesture. These objects are a new point of departure for Malevitch’s suprematism in its visual
aspects and therefore they are an attempt to substitute my own presence with one of these objects
when taking a photograph of these landscapes. In this line of thought, every departure implies a return,
a play on coming and going that I try to transfer onto each piece I create through the nomadic character
of the elements that comprise the installation or which determine the setting up of a drawing or
photograph at the time of their exhibition.

Days go by quickly in this corner of the city of Stuttgart. After winter, sunny spring and the heat of the
summer were felt in the landscape surrounding the castle. My daily work is invaded by the desire to
hold on to some of that landscape, or that atmosphere, but, how can I achieve this from a constant transit?

The white snow has retreated before the green vegetation, the emptiness and silence of winter have
become music and celebrations for the arrival of the summer. Each one of these moments of levity and
enjoyment have gradually diminished the sense of constant travel, the portable character of the objects
with which I have worked, the nomadic sense of the works I produce. How long must I wait before this
constant mobility becomes a bourgeois sedentary lifestyle?

One of the ways that I have found to justify going beyond painting is that painting implies an abandonment
of oneself to the daily practice of painting, the daily labours of the painter and his model, of the canvas
on the easel. But I feel tired, and the desire to return to the studio just to recover the ductility of the
brush on the canvas seems a good enough explanation of the abandonment of the pleasure of travelling.

Winter Garden is a publication that in part translates the experiences and ideas of Carlos Navarrete at
Schloß Solitude in the city of Stuttgart, Germany, between January and July of 2003 and after that
between November and December of 2004.

The artist dedicates this residence to the artists Jürgen Kleinmann and Sabine Holz, who live in the
city of Esslingen am Neckar.
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